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The key to successful business in India lies in selecting the right location. Here are some
top choices for EU businesses looking to invest in India, Bangalore, Pune, Chennai,
Hyderabad and Delhi-NCR.

Bangalore, Karnataka: EU businesses, especially in IT and software, should consider for:

Abundant Tech Talent and thriving Startup Ecosystem

Global Connectivity via its International Airport

Pune, Maharashtra: Pune is a rapidly growing business destination. EU businesses 
benefit from:

Educational hub making it attractive for businesses requiring a highly skilled workforce, 
such as IT, research, and development.

Automotive and manufacturing setup

Chennai, Tamil Nadu: EU businesses should consider Chennai for the following reasons:

Chennai is home to a significant portion of India's automotive and manufacturing 
industries, making it an ideal location for EU manufacturers looking to expand in India 
and very good Port Connectivity

IT and Outsourcing

Hyderabad, Telangana: Hyderabad has emerged as a rising star in India's business 
landscape, attracting investments from around the world. EU businesses can benefit from:

Rapidly growing IT sector, with many global tech giants establishing their presence 
here, offering ample opportunities for collaboration.

Pharmaceutical and Biotech hub and business friendly policies

Delhi-NCR (National Capital Region): The Delhi-NCR region, encompassing Delhi and 
its neighbouring cities like Gurgaon, Noida, and Faridabad, is a bustling economic hub. 

Bangalore:
Known as the Silicon Valley of India, 
Bangalore is a tech magnet, especially 
in IT and software

Pune: 
Known as Oxford of the East, offers 
thriving automotive and manufacturing 
sector

Chennai: 
Industrial and economic hub in South 
India

Hyderabad:
Ideal for Rapidly Growing IT Sector

Delhi: Advantageous for businesses 
due to proximity to government 
institutions, diverse consumer market
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• MeJuvante helps in settling of your business in India. Specializing in market research, 

regulatory compliance, and business setup, providing essential insights, legal guidance


